Encrypted Data Search Method Based on Keyword Semantic Relation Extension
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Abstract—The efficient retrieval of ciphertext in the cloud storage environment is a hot topic in current academic research. However, most of the existing ciphertext retrieval technologies are based on the complete matching of user query keywords, which leads to the neglect of some documents containing semantic association words. Due to the lack of general users' knowledge of relevant fields, the submitted keywords are limited, and they can not fully and accurately respond to the actual query requests of users, which leads to the problem of incomplete and inaccurate search results. To solve this problem, this paper proposes an encrypted data search method based on the semantic relationship expansion of keywords, which can effectively improve the retrieval recall rate and make the retrieval results more consistent with the user's query intention. The experimental results show that our method can return completely matching files related document and query keywords.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of the information age, the demand for enterprises and individual users for storage is increasing. To save costs and improve data access speed, more and more enterprises and individuals start to migrate data to the cloud servers. Since these data contain a large amount of sensitive information of enterprises and individuals, once these data are stored in the third-party cloud server, it will be managed and controlled by the third-party cloud server. In recent years, the frequent leakage of user data privacy makes the security of cloud server widely concerned. To protect the security of data, users usually choose to store data in the cloud server in the form of ciphertext after local encryption. Therefore, how to design an efficient and secure cloud server ciphertext retrieval becomes a valuable research topic.

In the past, the keyword search process is usually: the user first enters the keyword to query, the server will compare this keyword with the documents in the background database one by one. In the comparison process, the keyword should be matched with each word segmentation in the document [1-5]. The efficiency of this retrieval method is very low, and the retrieval accuracy is not high. In order to improve the search experience, some scholars further proposed the "approximate keyword search technology" [6-8]. The core idea of this technique is to perform fuzzy matching by calculating the character difference between keywords and document context [9-11]. Although the efficiency of the search scheme has been greatly improved, the accuracy of the search is still not very ideal. In recent years, with the development of semantic analysis, keyword semantic-based search algorithms emerge one after another. Keywords for semantic analysis, can dig up meaning similar to other extensions and of keywords, the advantage is: when the user input keywords search instead of the actual demand of large difference, the application of semantic analysis method can rapidly expand the search scope, and get a wider range of search results, so that more close to the users expect search intentions.

The basic requirement of encrypted text search technology in the cloud environment is to ensure the efficiency and practicality of search. In recent years, research focuses on ciphertext sorting retrieval technology [12-13], multi-dimensional query request retrieval technology [14-15] and secure multi-party concurrent efficient retrieval technology [16-18]. In terms of flexible, dynamic and updatable search technology, some scholars have proposed a search technology based on fuzzy keywords[19]. In addition, a variety of ciphertext search algorithms based on public-key cryptography have been developed, such as linear online matching ciphertext search algorithm[21], ciphertext search algorithm[22] for preserving encryption index, fuzzy dynamic ciphertext search algorithm[23], a new KGA-proof PEKS public-key searchable encryption [24], and ABE[25], the key strategy of monotone Boolean formula, etc.

The keyword semantic relationship library construction scheme introduced in this paper is based on the keyword word frequency analysis frequently appearing in the document. The association rule mining Apriori algorithm is used to semantically expand the search keywords, and the improved TF-IDF index calculation algorithm is used to calculate the query expansion. The correlation between the texts causes the final search process to be performed on the extended semantic relational library.

II. KEYWORD SEMANTIC RELATION TO LIBRARY CONSTRUCTION

A. Keywords semantic relational library building model

As shown in Fig. 1, the system construction model of the keyword semantic relation library proposed in this paper mainly includes data owners, cloud service providers, and ordinary users. Data owners can be an enterprise or individual users, data owners in the data file F =
\( \{F_1, F_2, F_3 \ldots F_n\} \) before outsourcing to the third-party cloud server platform, the file shall be encrypted to prevent unauthorized users from using it. When the data owner sends the private key of the file to the authorized user, the authorized user converts the key of the file to a search request by using a single generation function and sends the private key and the search request together to the cloud server. Due to the lack of understanding of relevant domain knowledge by ordinary users, the keywords submitted are very limited and they cannot make comprehensive and accurate responses to the actual query requests of users, resulting in incomplete and inaccurate retrieval results. Therefore, it is necessary to provide an encrypted data search method with the keyword semantic relation extension. When the cloud server performs an encrypted search, it organizes the collection of files found that have the same semantics as the keyword to the authorized user in a certain order.

The data owner preprocesses the document set, divides the words in each document set, filters the useless words and calculates the weight of keywords in each document. Due to the security problem of the third-party server, the keywords and their weights in the document set cannot be uploaded directly. In this paper, the keywords and their weights are encrypted by attribute-based double strategy ABE encryption algorithm and uploaded to the cloud. After receiving the ciphertext data uploaded by the data owner, the server needs to build index and semantic relational database for the data. When the authorized user sends the keyword of the query to the third-party cloud server, the cloud server will conduct semantic extension of the query keyword and search the keyword in the ciphertext document one by one according to the extended keyword set. Set the keyword weight threshold and return the document set of keywords greater than the weight threshold to the authorized user.

![Keywords semantic relational library building model.](image)

**Algorithm: Keyword set extension**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>the set of keywords entered by the user is ( \text{KEY} = {k_1, k_2, \ldots, k_n} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>current keyword dictionary table ( \mathbf{D} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Find a frequent set with ( \text{min_sup} ) as the minimum support ( L_1 ). ( L_1 = \text{find}_1 \text{itemset}(\mathbf{D}, \text{min_sup}) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Generating frequent ( k ) sets from frequent ((k-1)) sets. ( \text{for}(k = 2; L_{k-1}; k + +){ \text{L}<em>k = \text{apriori}((L</em>{k-1}, \text{min_sup}); } )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Find the number of items that contain the most frequent itemsets. ( m = \max {L_k}; )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>if ( n &gt;= m ) then ( \text{EXTEND KEY} = \text{empty} ) goto B;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Find the most frequent itemset. ( \text{temp} = \max \text{frequency}(L_k), \text{while} n&lt;k&lt;m; )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>if ( L' ) is empty then ( \text{EXTEND KEY} = \text{empty} ) else ( \text{EXTEND KEY} = L' )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Output: extended keyword set ( \text{EXTEND KEY} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The core idea of this algorithm is mainly embodied in the following: specific users usually have certain search habits for query requests on related topics. In this way, when a user enters a new set of keywords, the previous history is used to find the most frequent set with the highest frequency of the currently entered keyword item set. Then, you can treat the words in the frequent set that do not appear in the keyword entered by the user as not matching the current search direction of the user. Compared with the traditional keyword similarity calculation, the time complexity of keyword recommendation in the Apriori algorithm is \( O(n) \sim O(n^2) \), which greatly improves the efficiency.

**C. Computation of Comprehensive Relevance between Documents and Extended Queries**

There are many calculation indexes of comprehensive correlation of document extended query. TF-IDF algorithm
is used to calculate the keyword weight in the document set, and keyword weight is used as the basis of query expansion. In this paper, based on the improved TF-IDF index calculation algorithm, the original keyword frequency in the document to be expanded is set as TF, which can be used to reflect the keyword weight of the document. IDF index is generally set as the inverse of the frequency of the keyword in the overall document set [14], which can be used to reflect the weight of the keyword in all documents. The larger the index value is, the more it can reflect the contribution of the keyword to the keywords in the overall document set. Then the formula for the comprehensive correlation of the keyword w in document Fi is as follows:

\[ S(w, F_i) = \frac{(1+\ln f_{i,w})\ln 1+n_i}{1+|F_i|} \]  

(1)

Where \( f_{i,w} \) is the number of keyword w, and \(|F_i|\) is the total number of non-blank characters contained in document Fi.

III. EXPERIMENT

A. Experimental environment

The experiment is programmed in C++ high-level language and tested with the RFC standard document set [26]. The total number of documents selected is 5000. The specific configuration of the experimental environment is shown in TABLE I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hardware and software</th>
<th>Specific configuration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>AMD R5, 3.0 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>2.5 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>Windows 7, 64 bit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Generate document initialization data

It takes a certain amount of storage space and time to generate document initialization data. Specifically, in addition to the semantic generation of keywords in each document dataset, we also need to calculate the semantic association values and compare them according to the degree of correlation of keywords encrypted. The size of initialization data depends on the frequency of keywords. For a global search of overall documents, query efficiency is closely related to the total number of documents. Table II lists the average resources needed to initialize the data for the document. The purpose of using the average value as the index is to eliminate the performance uncertainty caused by different experimental samples [16].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of files</th>
<th>Space usage</th>
<th>Generation time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>185B</td>
<td>0.27s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>198B</td>
<td>0.31s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>205B</td>
<td>0.35s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Generating Index and Constructing Semantic Relational Database

The document initialization data set is dynamically filtered, and the keywords with a high correlation degree are selected as the keywords of the index. Fig. 2 shows that the time of index creation is linear with the size of the document initialization dataset.

D. Analysis of experimental results

The main performance indexes in retrieval are index generation and resource consumption in semantic relational library construction. The experiment shows that the time of index creation is linearly related to the size of document initialization data set, and the time of semantic relation library is also directly proportional to the size of document initialization data set, which indicates that the key factor affecting query efficiency is the number of query keywords.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper first introduces the shortcomings of traditional retrieval methods and the development and research results
of privacy protection ciphertext data retrieval technology and then proposes a ciphertext data retrieval model based on semantic relationship extension. Then, the key extension scheme based on the Apriori algorithm and the scheme using TF-IDF index to calculate the comprehensive correlation between document and extended query is introduced in detail. Experimental results show that our solution can return not only exactly matched files, but also files that are completely relevant to the query keywords in the solution, and construct corresponding file metadata for each file.
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